JOB POSTING
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. (SMAI), a dynamic and progressive company, delivers quality performance
and innovation. We are a leading global distributor for Motorcycle, ATV, Scooters and Outboard Engines.
With 50 years in the United States, we are a company of enthusiasts who are passionate about our
product and our future. Join us!

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER, MOTORCYCLE DIVISION
Suzuki has openings for District Sales Managers in its Motorcycle Division. Open Districts are:
•

District 12 – No. California, Nevada

•

District 19 – Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois

•

District 33 – Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas

•

District 37 – Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky

POSITION SUMMARY
Under the direction of the Regional Sales Manager, incumbent is responsible for the overall retail sales,
wholesale sales, accessory sales, coordination of dealer advertising, sales promotions and merchandising
efforts within his district, as well as development of the dealer network.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
•

Two to three years outside sales experience, with emphasis in retail sales in a motorcycle or related
industry.

•

Background in retail finance and dealer support/development a definite plus.

•

Extensive travel required.

•

Four-year college degree in business preferred or five or more years working in a wholesale dealer
network environment.

•

Sales management training, retail sales management, and F&I training helpful.

•

Excellent selling, organizational skills and computer skills required, along with effective written,
verbal communication and presentation skills.

•

Knowledge of and ability to ride Motorcycle and ATV products.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V

If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
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of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Motorcycle/ATV Marketing Communications Intern
Suzuki is seeking a Motorcycle/ATV Marketing Communications Intern on a part time basis for the
Winter/Spring. You’ll be responsible for assisting the Marketing Communications Group in updating
their websites, social media campaigns and providing assistance on a variety of projects.
We are looking for someone who is passionate about motorcycles/ATVs and has used our
products. You will be able to share your excitement and help shape our communication efforts to
target similar enthusiasts.
Minimum Qualifications
Motorcycle

License

required.

Marketing/Advertising

majors

preferred.

Website

development/maintenance experience preferred.
This is an entry level position for someone who wants to join an exciting industry. Please include a cover
letter that details your experience with motorcycles/ATVs and your enthusiasm for our product/industry.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result of
your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Industrial Designer – Motorcycle Product Planning
Suzuki is seeking an Industrial Designer for its Motorcycle Product Planning Department to be located at
its Headquarters in Brea, California. This position works with the Product Planning groups in both the US
and Japan to research current product designs and trends, investigate customer requirements/needs for
future styling designs and features, and create new styling concepts and designs for future products.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Create new styling concepts and designs for future Suzuki motorcycles and ATVs.
2. Create and fashion concept mock-ups for future Suzuki motorcycles and ATVs.
3. Investigate customer requirements/needs for new styling designs and features.
4. Research and report on current product designs and trends.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Hands on experience with CAD software for a minimum of 3 years. Prior experience making
motorcycle/ATV design mock-ups. Ability to create hand sketches of Motorcycles/ATVs.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
Graduation from the Art Center College of Design or equivalent.
SKILLS:
Able to create and draw new styling sketches of motorcycles and ATVs. Able to use CAD software to
make sketches as well as create hand sketches. Able to create/fashion mock-ups of motorcycles/ATVs.
Demonstrated ability to be self motivated and manage own schedule while working as a team with
Product Planning staff. Able to work as an individual contributor with little direction and as a project
team member. Able to manage and conduct market research and investigate trends. A background as a
motorcycle enthusiast is highly desirable. Must have current motorcycle and automobile driver’s
licenses. Able to conduct presentations on new styling design ideas to executive management and
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fellow design staff members both in person and over phone/web.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Able to ride/push motorcycles/ATVs of all sizes. Must possess mobility to work in a standard
office setting using standard office equipment, including a computer, copier and fax. Must be
able to work in a design lab and use CAD software, clay fabrication, and related equipment.
Strength to lift and carry materials weighing up to 40 pounds; vision to read printed materials and
a computer screen; and hearing and speech to communicate in person and over the telephone.
Must be able to travel nationally and internationally. Ability to work overtime as needed with little
or no notice.
Apply on line at www.suzuki.com or forward your resume to resume@suz.com. Include your salary
history and salary expectations.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Analyst, Parts Inventory Control
Suzuki is seeking an Analyst, Parts Inventory Control in its Brea, CA Headquarters location. Analyze,
order and control spare parts inventories for Suzuki automotive, motorcycle/ATV and/or marine products
at the three parts distribution centers in order to meet established parts supply and inventory objectives.
Analyze and review parts demand forecasting, parts procurement, maintenance of parts master file,
annual physical inventory and resolution of parts discrepancies.

Communicate with management,

regional PDCs, vendors and dealer network to maintain accurate and sufficient inventory levels. Assist
Inventory Control Manager with parts systems analysis and development, special procurement activities,
parts system maintenance functions and parts obsolescence program.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Forecast spare parts demand for U.S. market, using 36-month demand history. Determine new
model parts requirements based on similar parts demand history. Initiate required domestic and
Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC) purchase orders to procure parts to meet/exceed department
objectives for initial supply rate, cross-shipment rate and inventory months’ supply. Control air
freight costs within budget parameters.
2. Review daily backorder results and place necessary 241, regular air, or rush orders with vendors

to cover immediate demand requirements.
3. Review purchase order activity and coordinate with local vendors and PDCs to receive orders and
process invoices within established timeframes. Maintain Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) dates in
computer system. Expedite purchase orders past due for all vendors (foreign & domestic).
Reconcile domestic vendor invoices to actual receipts to approve for payment.
4. Resolve Parts Inquiry Reports (PIR) concerning shipping, packaging, and quality discrepancies that
involve parts inventory. Communicate with SMC and local vendors, PDC personnel and parts
management to make necessary adjustments and reordering decisions. Interact with National
Parts Coordination, customer service, PDC and field staff to resolve parts issues.
5. Assist Inventory Control Manager in various designated tasks, such as obsolescence parts destroy,
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parts kit update, parts demand maintenance etc. Assist inventory control section with various
responsibilities such as inputting purchase orders and receipts, and distribution of reports.
Recommend and assist with parts system development and procedure improvements.
6. Coordinate the setup and maintenance of parts master records for new parts and interchanged
parts. Establish accurate parts information for report group codes, pricing, inventory types, etc.
Assist internal SMAI staff with parts information inquiries.
7. Execute annual physical inventory at the Parts Distribution Centers as assigned by the
Department Manager including overseeing manpower flow, counting and data entry functions to
ensure a time, cost- effective, accurate check.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
A minimum of three years experience in a high volume Inventory Control activity or spare parts
purchasing environment required.

Work experience in the motorcycle or automotive

replacement service parts industry desirable.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
A four-year college degree required. College course work in statistics, mathematics, forecasting
models or related fields required. Seminars or workshops on inventory control techniques and
forecasting helpful. APICS certificate helpful but not required.
SKILLS:
Strong analytical skills required.

Exceptional numerical aptitude.

Effective oral/written

communication skills. Knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel and Access required.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and to use standard office equipment,
including a computer, and to attend meetings at various sites within and away from the City;
strength to lift and carry materials weighing up to 20 pounds; vision to read printed materials and
a computer screen; and hearing and speech to communicate in person and over the telephone.
Suzuki Motor of America is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Sales Promotion Coordinator, Marine
Suzuki is seeking a Sales Promotion Coordinator.

You’ll be responsible for supporting the Marine

Division’s marketing and sales department with the implementation and processing of promotional
activities, support programs and special projects. You will assist department management with various
reports so knowledge of Access and Excel are required and you will provide support to field sales.
Tracking budget expenses will also be part of your responsibilities so prior experience working with
numbers and spreadsheets would be helpful. Special projects will give you diversity in your daily
activities and exposure to a multitude of sales and marketing techniques.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Implement, administer and track monthly retail and wholesale sales promotions. Process rebates
and sales spiffs and coordinate SEP contract to ensure prompt payment. Track and report budget
impact. Create and process action projects (expense authorization) and close project after
promotion period.
2. Print and distribute dealer and district sales manager (DSM) sales bulletins to dealers and ASMC
associates in a timely manner. Responsible for placing communications on Suzuki Connect
website.
3. Assist dealers, DSMs and management with information to solve problems. Interact with dealers
and DSMs to create a positive buying relationship. Assist DSMs and dealers with the registration
of sold product and assist with inventory control and reconciliation.
4. Assist Suzuki Extended Protection and customer service with information on sold or promotional
contracts.
5. Assist the marketing and sales department with special projects such as dealer or boat builder
meetings.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Proficient in Word, Excel and Access. Excellent organizational skills. Very customer service oriented.
Able to work on multiple projects at once and demonstrated ability to establish and meet deadlines.
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Ability to work with all levels of co-workers.

Able to work both independently and as part of a

group/team.
Two years experience in a sales/marketing organization desirable. Prior customer service experience is
a plus. Bachelor’s degree is desirable.
We are a small department so we are looking for someone who is flexible, willing to jump in and help
anywhere needed, and who desires to learn and expand their knowledge and skills.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and to use standard office equipment, including
computer. Attend functions away from office and the ability to travel long distances by auto or airplane.
Ability to spend a day in a boat, possibly offshore. Strength to lift and carry material weighing up to 50
pounds. Vision to read printed material and computer screen. Hearing and speech to communicate in
person and over the phone.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Regional Assistant
Suzuki is seeking a Regional Assistant in its Brea, CA Headquarters. Assist the Regional Sales Manager
with all daily tasks, correspondence to field representatives and dealer network. Maintain advertising
budget, work with regional Advertising Companies on dealer co-op, process dealer group ads through
co-op and pay invoices.

Field and Dealer support using the Supply Chain.

Process all dealer

packages sent in from the field assuring all proper paperwork is submitted and complete.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Task entails all debits and credits to the dealers for promotions and publications that we
provide the dealers through their co-op account. Process all credits on promotions done
through Region dealers. Working with our Advertising Agency and Publications on different
promotions, ads placed including paying all invoices for advertising and proofing ads that we
place. Track dealer co-op using Paranet and providing dealers with approved give-a-way
forms and special advertising promotions through dealers.
2. Assist Regional Sales Manager with any correspondence to field staff, dealers and in-house
staff. Assist with travel arrangements for field and RSM. Ensure accuracy, completion and
timely distribution of reports and materials. Judge importance of matters and process as
needed. Provide RSM with support on special projects. Track sales and dealer visits on a
monthly and annual basis.
3. Process all dealer pre-approvals, set-ups and change package ensuring all information is
accurate and correct. Assist field on obtaining any information that is needed to process
dealer packages. Working with GE making sure package is approved. Research State Statutes
so SMAI meets the state’s requirements for change packages, buy out of dealerships and new
dealer set ups. Maintain regional dealer location maps and updated address and contact
information.
4. Process the filing of dealer information for the Region dealer network.

Order all office

equipment and supplies as needed for the Region. Order and track all Regional company
vehicles.
Regional Assistant, MC
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
At least 2-3 years of office administrative experience, including computer knowledge. Word
processing/data entry skills a must. Must have good communication skills and able to work
with our dealer network via phone and letters. Must have some Accounting experience.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
High school diploma and some college coursework preferred. Word processing courses a
must. Demonstrated proficiency in Microsoft Word and Excel.
SKILLS:
50 WPM typing; Demonstrated proficiency with full MS Office Suite and some knowledge of
Access.

Able to operate standard office equipment and 10 key.

Must have excellent

communication skills via e-mails, letters, and phone and be able to handle multiple tasks at
one time. Excellent proof reading, English. spelling, grammar and punctuation skills.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting using standard office equipment,
including a computer, copier and fax. Strength to lift and carry materials weighing up to 20-30
pounds; vision to read printed materials and a computer screen; and hearing and speech to
communicate in person and over the telephone.

There is occasional travel to off site

meetings and yearly dealer show. Ability to work overtime as needed with little or no notice.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a
result of your disability. To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative
at resume@suz.com.
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Technical Service Manager – Motorcycle Division (Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Illinois)
Position Summary: Improve retail customer satisfaction with Suzuki products. Meet with Suzuki dealers
and provide training to ensure the dealers can provide prompt, professional and courteous service to
Suzuki owners. Provide technical assistance to dealers for difficult technical questions. Protect the
company’s interests by controlling expenses and making proper and fair decisions for warranty and
goodwill repairs. Extensive overnight field travel over a large geographic territory is required.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Minimum 5 years experience as technician/service management at a dealership. Suzuki technical
knowledge is preferable.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
High school diploma required. Post-secondary education with emphasis on Motorcycle Technology
and Business Management is advantageous. Major manufacturer’s formal training/certification
highly desirable. Must possess a valid driver's license with motorcycle endorsement and maintain
a clean driving record.
SKILLS:
A very strong technical background is essential. Must be an excellent communicator and possess
superior organizational skills. Must be able to work and function well without supervision. Licensed
and proficient in the operation of motorcycles and ATV’s. Some PC knowledge is required with
experience in database, spreadsheet and word-processing software. Must be able to proficiently
ride both on-road and off-road motorcycles as well as all-terrain vehicles.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and to use standard office equipment,
including a computer and telephone. Mobility to attend meetings at various sites within and away
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from the employee's home office. Average time spent at a desk or in office setting is approximately
6 hours per day. Must posses the mobility to drive an automobile or light truck for up to a
maximum of 500 miles in a day or 8 hours per day. Must possess strength to lift and carry
materials weighing up to 50 pounds; and to right, move and/or ride a motorcycle or ATV weighing
up to 600 pounds. Must possess vision to read printed materials and a computer screen; Must
possess hearing and speech to communicate in person and over the telephone.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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